Happenings
Open to Possibilities

F

lowers are showing up. Daylight lasts longer—
especially from March 14th on. It’s a bit warmer.
Spring comes upon us this month and with it our
monthly theme of Open to Possibilities.
Possibilities are not probabilities. Probabilities keep us
tethered to the known, the comfortable, the boring daily
routines. But possibilities? Ah, there’s the freshness, the
newness, that land beyond the known. It’s the land of
the heart, not the head.
In the land of possibilities, we live in the question, we
let our curiosity out to play. We ask questions—different
questions than the same old ones. We let our tight grip
on the familiar go and open our arms to something new.

“It’s the possibility that keeps
me going, not the guarantee.”
~ Nicholas Sparks

Sunday Mornings
Zoom: 789 699 326
Meditation: 10:45 a.m.
Service: 11 a.m.

Senior Minister
Rev. David Robinson

Daylight Saving
Time begins
on March 14th.

This is the land of Spirit. As Ernest Holmes reminds us,
“Principle is not bound by precedent.” This is the land
Be sure to set your clocks ahead
where something far more wonderful than we, with our
so you don’t miss the service.
limited human perspective and knowledge, can become
Annual Meeting
real. As the winds of spring blow, as the wildness of the
Sunday, March 14th
weather keeps us guessing, let us release our hold on the
regular old sameness. Let us be like the Red Queen who,
“believed at least six impossible things before
breakfast.”
This month, as we ascend the spiral of the year long
theme—Timeless Wisdom, Evolutionary Vision. Let us
open our hearts, our minds, our bodies, and our spirits
to possibilities.
~ Rev. David

“A thought, even a possibility,
can shatter and transform us.”
~ Friedrich Nietzsche

Books of
the Month

Sunday Talk Titles
March 7th ~ Living in the Question:
A High Idea

When we recognize that the Infinite is greater
than we are, we let go of our certainty and
open with curiosity.

Timeless Wisdom

“E

rnest Holmes
shows us how to
be active and
creative citizens in a
universe and innerverse
richer than all previous
imaginings,” said Jean
Houston of Creative Mind

th

March 14 ~ Release and Let Go

Clinging to what we know keeps us stuck at a
certain level. No matter how comfortable, we
must let go to become more of who we truly
are.

March 21st ~ With Open Arms

We can either fight change or embrace it.
Change is inevitable.

March 28th ~ Commit to Transformation

It takes courage to commit to the path. But it is
the only real path and we must all walk it
sometime.

Brent Pendleton ,
Amy Shephard
& Shani Banai,
our beloved Music
& Sound Team
Core Council
Rev. David Robinson, Spiritual Leader
Buffie Finkel, President
Teri Echterling, Vice President
Larry Gilliam, Treasurer
Jean Hill-Miller, Secretary
Christi Johnson, Member at Large
Barbara Yanagimachi, Member at Large
Message Phone: (360) 255-7878
Mailing address:
3701 Pacific Avenue SE, PMB 327
Olympia, WA 98501
Check us out on Facebook at
www.facebook.com/csloly
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and Success. It is a wondrous text full of
hope. Readers will discover the exhilaration of
making their personal environment a place
where their everyday wishes and inner dreams
are manifested.
Originally published in 1919, this
meditative, concise volume has never
previously appeared in paperback. Find great
power and practicality in the words that
render Holmes one of the most celebrated and
beloved mystical teachers.

Evolutionary Vision

W

hy have you
been given
this singular
treasure that
is your life and how will
you use it? What is the
purpose for the unique
blend of gifts, skills,
experiences and
perspectives you alone
possess? To support you in
answering these questions and living in sync
with your inner calling, Beckwith
presents Life Visioning―an essential
companion for anyone seeking to accelerate
their spiritual evolution. Here he offers his
Life Visioning Process, a transformational
technology for applying deep inquiry and
spiritual practice to enable the growth,
development, and unfoldment of your soul.
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Our Beginnings, Our Legacy

any years ago council members
could have been addressed as
trustees and the council as the
Board of Trustees. A 2014 Board Chairs Academy
manual says, “The term trustee implies someone
working in-trust for a greater good. They
preserve the organization and have a role of
stewardship on behalf of and in partnership with
the community.” This is a very important
concept and one that we as council members
take very seriously.
In 2017 we met as a community to determine
our core values. They were: Spirituality,
Community, Faith in Action, Prosperity,
Integrity, Gratitude, and Truth. Those values
are as important to our community today as
they were then. They help define who we are.
We also determined we want to be a
mission/vision driven community. At every
council meeting we are reminded of our Mission,
Purpose and Vision statements. It is our
responsibility to ensure the decisions of council
support those statements and reflect the values
of our community.
This is the second time I’ve served on
council. In the past I held the positions of
secretary for one year and treasurer for two.
This time I am serving as a member at large.
Because I believe being on council is one of the
most important services one can do for our
community, I gladly volunteered last year to
finish the term of a resigning member.
Council members have been entrusted with
doing the business of CSL Olympia. Along with
the Finance Team, we do our best to ensure our
spending is in alignment with our income. We
hire and oversee the CSL Olympia employees by
doing annual evaluations and reviews. We are
ultimately responsible for many of the events
during the year like the Prosperity Campaign &
Celebration, the annual meeting and the bimonthly community meetings so our community
members have the ability to stay informed.
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There are several projects we are
currently working on with far reaching
positive impacts for our community. Two
that come to mind are the creation of a
Benevolence Fund to assist with financial
support for individuals in need and the
creation of a Legacy Circle which will give
individuals the opportunity to help sustain
the life of CSL Olympia for years to come.
Another one I am excited about is
condensing the ideas from the community
about how we are going to show up in
Olympia and the world and facilitating the
community decision making process.
Serving on council has been one of my
great joys. Watching CSL Olympia move
from being in the red to being in the black
has been especially exciting since it
reflects a change in our collective
prosperity consciousness.
Being a part of council as the CSL
Olympia community seeks to be of greater
service in Olympia and the world gives me
great joy. It’s like we’re coming of age.
This community is more than just a
community to me. You’re my spiritual
family.
~ Barbara Yanagimachi

Help CSL Save Money

W

ould you like to help CSLO save
a little money? With the move
to almost entirely receiving our
financial contributions online, one of our
expenses—bank/card fees—have increased.
One way to help reduce them doesn’t cost
you a thing. Set up your donations to come
directly from your bank instead of using a
credit or debit card. That way there are
no fees. It’s a simple, cost you nothing
method. Thank you.
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Youth & Family Program

T

March – Open to Possibilities

his month we open to the highest idea of our lives through the spiritual
practice of visioning. Opening up to the impression of Spirit through
visioning allows us to tap into a realm of possibilities much greater than
we can even begin to imagine for ourselves.
~ Adrienne Cherry, Youth Program Director

First Week: A High Idea

Ecstatic Dance will start our active meditation practice—dancing
the way we feel inspired to and like no one is watching.
We will look at what it means to live an empowered life,
having an unshakeable foundation in the love we share with
God. Youth participate in activities to practice what God would
do as they examine the Eight Steps to Personal Empowerment
opening to possibilities, focusing on and trusting who they are.

Third Week: Open Arms

Embracing life with arms wide
open we say yes for unlimited
good to flow into our lives. We
imagine co-creating our dreams
with God.
Youth explore what they
want to embrace in their lives,
stating their intentions aloud
and on paper. After naming
their God quality, youth play a
game transforming someone’s
action, making it their own.

Fourth Week:
Shake It Up – Say YES!

All we needed was to share
love and a few snow days.

Second Week: Release and Let Go

Youth will practice choosing to be the observer of thoughts and
feelings, recognizing the ones that are in the way of embracing
their truth by making skillful responses rather than reactive
ones.
We have fun learning about puppy mind with stories and poems,
discovering where our puppy goes and how to train our puppy
mind to heel to the present.
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Serendipity is not only a fun
word to say, it is also fun to
experience. Our spiritual
journey is a continuously
unfolding adventure. We can
choose to be aware of and
enjoy surprises which add
richness, excitement and joy
to our days.
Youth draw on a Magic
Screen seeing what serendipity
brings. They let it go—erase—
their creation and begin a new
thought and a new creation.
Youth have fun dancing to
“Shake it Off” and experience
an inspirational song to remind
them it’s okay to let go of
something good for something
better.
March 2021

T

he introduction to discovering and
practicing the spiritual principles of life
class begins on Thursday, March 11th.
The foundational class for our teaching, it is an
excellent overview of history, application,
spiritual principles and practices. It is perfect
for those who are new and a powerful refresher
for those who have been here for awhile. The
ten-week long class will be taught by
Practitioners Buffie Finkel and Linda Bremer.
Rev. David will join the team for a Saturday
morning workshop on Spiritual Mind Treatment,
our powerful tool of affirmative prayer. All the
details—time, cost, books, etc.—can be found
on our website under “Upcoming Classes.”

March Birthdays
3rd – Angela Gowdy
5th – Jennifer Howie
6th – Kat Will
8th – Kelly Phoenix
13th – Dee Bright,
Sylvia Schroeder
& Rev. David
25th – Jan Smith
26th – Bob Miller
30th – Doug Pape

POWER OF DECISION
“Right decisions await your discovery of them.
They are already in your mind. This class will
help to reveal them to you.”
~ Raymond Charles Barker
f you want to both improve your clarity
around decisions and putting them into
motion, this is the class for you. Spend
eight weeks connecting with your own intuition
and with others in acting on those decisions. A
certificated class.
When: Wednesdays: April 7th to June 1st;
6:30 to 8:30 p.m.
Book: The Power of Decision
by Raymond Charles Barker
Cost: $245 with a 10 percent member discount

I

"Spring:
a lovely
reminder
of how
beautiful
change can truly be."

Practitioners
Teresa Bielenberg
Linda Bremer
Sandy Dell

Susan Einhorn
Buffie Finkel
Marlisa Johnson

FOUNDATIONS

Alex Perlman
Sylvia Schroeder
Mary Wilde

Prayer Support

Call the message phone:
(360) 255-7878, ext. 4 to listen to a prayer
recorded each week by a Practitioner.
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Shifting the Gaze

hat do you see when you look
verses of an old song: “I’ve got that joy
upon your life? What would you
joy, joy, joy, down in my heart…down in
like to see? By a simple shift of
my heart to stay. I’ve got that peace that
focus to gazing upon our
passeth understanding, down in my heart…
blessings, we find that good arrives in
down in my heart to stay.” It takes just a
abundance. Ernest Holmes writes, “I am
moment and is enough to shift my gaze
expecting more good; I am remembering only
from whatever worldly puzzle I’m trying to
the good; I am experiencing good. In this
solve.
experience of good, and in the expectation of
It reminds me to see God at work in
more good, daily I know that I move and have
whatever my day has in store. God is
my being in an Infinite Sea of Perfect Life.”
always within me and within my world…and
This focus on the good is
therefore all is in divine
Whether we take a
our choice, in every moment.
right order.
When life gets tangled or
moment to delight in We’ve all heard the story of
stressful, just by shifting our
the two bears inside us,
nature,
count
our
gaze, we invite joy into our
one good, one trouble,
blessings, sing, or
lives. But is that possible in
locked in combat to run our
the more challenging of life’s
reach out to someone life. Which bear wins, the
issues? Listen to how John
story asks. Well, the one
with
love,
we
are
Quincy Adams focused on the
you feed.
making
a
conscious
good and perfect, as he lay
It is all a matter of
dying. Three days before he
where we look. Whether we
decision to shift our
died, he wrote to Thomas
take a moment to delight in
gaze to the Divine.
Jefferson: “John Quincy Adams
nature, count our blessings,
is well, but the house in which
sing, or reach out to
he lives is becoming dilapidated. It is teetering
someone with love, we are making a
on its foundation. Time and the seasons have
conscious decision to shift our gaze to the
nearly destroyed it. Its walls are much
Divine.
shattered and tremble with every wind. I think
Ernest writes, “I have a spiritual vision
John Quincy Adams will have to move out of it
within me that beholds a perfect Universe.
fairly soon. But he, himself, is quite well.”
Daily this vision guides me to success,
How beautifully Adams focused on the wellhappiness, prosperity, physical and mental
being of his soul.
well-being. My spiritual vision is open. I am
I personally shift my gaze hourly. My alarm
awake to the greater possibility.”
chimes hourly, at which time I sing the first two
~ Mary Wilde, RScP
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Meet Ann Aubuchon

ho do we know who is empathic,
childhood trauma,
cares for others and will do
resilience and
whatever she can to make
mindfulness. Ann
people happy? Why it is our own
expressed her
Ann Aubuchon. “I am a true Pisces. I love
intention to write
being in, on and around water. I love
and offer her
swimming, boating and now paddle
service as a
boarding,” says Ann. When she can’t be in the
trainer/consultant
water, you’ll find her dancing, biking,
under the business
walking, playing tennis and playing pickle
name: “A Calmer
ball. Perhaps her biggest passion is movies.
Way.”
For many years she would gather CSL friends
Ann described
to watch them together.
herself as growing up a devout Catholic. In
Ann has spent much of her life in the
college, she branched out and began
Pacific Northwest except for time living in
studying other religions and philosophies.
Tunisia and Las Cruces, New
Reading new thought books,
Mexico. She grew up with a
meditating and discovering other
“I gained confidence calming practices predated her
big extended family. “Both
and self-love. I evolved introduction to Science of Mind in
my feminine and masculine
energies were developed and
from a shy individual 1992. Then she began attending a
nurtured,” Ann shared.
Spiritual Living center
who stayed in the
Now Ann considers her
in Seattle. Ann’s move to Olympia
background
to
a
daughter, Malika and Malika’s
set her on a course of visualizing
dad as her family. Clearly,
an Olympia CSL. She became one
confident leader.”
family is of utmost
of the founding members of
importance to Ann. “Malika is now 28,
our center.
engaged and working at the UW in the Data
Since then Ann has served a variety of
Sciences department. She is a numbers person
roles too numerous to mention. Suffice it to
and a people person,” Ann proudly states.
say she values the growth she has made
Most of Ann’s career was spent as a
spiritually, personally and socially. She feels
Special Ed teacher for elementary-age
that being a part of the community has been
students. Yoga and meditation became a big
one of the best opportunities she has had to
part of her program focusing on stress
fulfill her soul’s purpose.
management. Ann produced a set of
According to Ann, “I gained confidence
meditations especially for children which she
and self-love. I evolved from a shy
has shared with the participants in our youth
individual who stayed in the background to
program. “You know what they say—we teach
a confident leader.” In addition, Ann felt
what we most need to learn, "she admitted.
liked and accepted and acquired a sense of
Once Ann became versed in Science of
belonging. “It has brought me such joy and
Mind, she brought CSL tools to the public and
pride.”
shared knowledge and strategies regarding
~ Linda Sickles
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The CSL Men's coffee group
meets on Friday mornings
each week at 10 a.m.
For more info contact
Denny Kautzmann at:
CSLDenny@gmail.com
The Women’s Circle meets on
Saturday, March 20th
1 to 3 p.m. on Zoom. All CSL women
are warmly invited to attend. To be added
to the email list please contact
Carol Kautzmann: ckremedy4u@gmail.com

On the third Sunday of each month,
you are invited to engage in spiritual
practice with friends. It is a deep,
lovely, sacred time. Meditation,
contemplation, inner journeying
and sharing of experiences are just
some of what happens during this time.
Join us March 21st ~ From 6 to 7 p.m.
Zoom: ID# 789-699-326

STAFF

Sacred Sunday Meditation

Brent Pendleton,
Music Director
Shani Banai,
Zoom Support
Adrienne Cherry,
Youth Director
Marlisa Johnson,
Bookkeeper
Tiffany Merkel,
Administrative Assistant
Sandy Dell,
Website
Karyn Lindberg,
Newsletter Editor
Message Phone
(360) 255-7878

“In March the soft rains
continued, and each storm
waited courteously until its
predecessor sunk beneath the
ground.” ― John Steinbeck
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